By Karen Priest (traumhofgsd.com)
Leadership vs. Dictatorship
In my opinion, there has been a recent trend towards far too much emphasis
on dominance, and dominating our pet dogs. For many years, there was a
shift away from constant reference to dominance, and being “alpha”; but
some of today’s celebrity trainers have set us back with their constant
rhetoric about the subject. This problem is exacerbated by novices who
take the idea & add their own spin on it – often transforming into harsh
dictators.
There are many ways to achieve a goal. Often, there is no one right way or
wrong way; although there may be some BETTER ways to an end result. And,
different methods work for different dogs. There is no one recipe that is
best for each individual animal. What makes a great trainer is partly an
ability to determine what motivates an individual, and how to best get the
individual to want to work. Combine that with knowledge of dog language,
listening ability (so you can HEAR your dog’s feedback),skill in timing praise
and correction and you get what looks like magic results!
I make no claims on the rest of the world’s dogs. But, I know a thing or two
about my own. I know my bloodlines, I know the character of several
generations of my dogs’ ancestors. And I can tell you with no hesitation: my
dogs do not need to be constantly dominated, squashed, and “put in their
place”.

Guess what? My dogs are allowed to come up on the sofa with us and snuggle.
They are invited into our bed, sometimes. They get attention from us, even
when they are not “working”. We have a strong bond with our dogs, and they
live in peace with us, with no fighting amongst them, and NEVER ever, ever a
growl or aggressive THOUGHT toward us. NONE of my dogs has EVER
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raised a lip at me or considered a grumble if I approached them while
sleeping or eating, cleaned ears, trimmed toe nails, treated a wound, or took
a chewie away. They have never even considered it.
My dogs acknowledge that I am the leader. Some would call it the pack boss.
Some would call me the Team Captain. I make and enforce rules. I also dole
out food, love, attention, exercise and I am clear and consistent about what
I expect, & fair with my punishments. The dogs know cause and effect, and
they usually choose to do the right thing. I do not banish my dogs to be
outside, alone if I am not working them. How does that build a relationship?
If you have to go to such lengths as to vanquish your dog from the house and
only give him play or love when training; you have failed in finding what
motivates him, or you have a dog that isn’t up to the task you want him for.
My dogs work because they understand what is being asked, they have a love
for their job and a partnership with me. They have a true desire to please
me, and a desire to figure out what needs doing and DO it. This is the
hallmark of a Herding dog. They do not work because I have squashed them
into submission and removed all independent thought. That type of
oppression leads to misery and sometimes to revolt!
I use no compulsion in TEACHING my dogs what I want. I teach new
ideas/words with positive methods; I set the dog up to do what I want
successfully, and reward him for getting it right. Once my dog understands
what I want, and becomes fluent in a new command, and can perform the new
command in a variety of situations and with distraction… THEN I use
correction if he chooses to ignore me. Fair is fair.
The result is a dog who has snappier obedience and power and joy in his
work. When I say “Platz” – without screaming it as if the world were about
to end – my dog drops down with an audible thud as he hits the floor, ears
up, looking for what’s next. When I say “Here” my dog races to me as if he
has been away for years. Happy, powerful, fast.
I like this so much better than what I have seen in some of the dogs I
imported, trained by someone else. Those dogs hear PLATZ and they cower,
cringe, pin their ears and look as if the sky might fall any second. They obey;
whatever someone did WORKED. But it is the best way? Was it necessary?
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No.
Some dogs need more time, more repetition and a stronger leader than other
dogs. A dog needs to know he is safe, you are in control, and you are making
decisions. I take emotion out of the equation. If I am angry or frustrated, I
do not let that creep into my voice. I stay calm and neutral or calm and firm,
as needed. Emotion is reserved for happiness in a job well done and for
effusive praise. I do not routinely growl commands at my dogs. I do not ask
pleadingly. I communicate in a normal voice, with easily read body language,
and I also listen when my dogs tell me there is a good reason why they can’t
do what I ask. Sometimes, I need to reassure them, or change something in
the environment so that they are comfortable & then, they acquiesce.
I decide if people get to come in the house, or if I want to stop to converse
while out walking. My dogs accept my word that it is okay for someone to
enter. The dog is most often GLAD he does not have to decide who is friend
or foe. If you are a good leader, he takes your word for it. You need to know
your dog. Demand too much unfairly, you create stress for your dog and he
trusts you less. Flounder and act insecure or uncertain, he worries that no
one is in control and he tries to take over.
You don’t have to bark orders harshly to get compliance. Have you ever
worked for a terrible boss, who always berated you, made unreasonable
demands and never let you know when you did a good job? Have you ever
worked for a Boss who showed you what was expected, praised you and
showed appreciation for your efforts, and treated you fairly? Who did you
prefer to work for? Who did you put in more effort for?
You can be your dog’s leader, and not be a dominating dictator!
*Only make rules you will enforce consistently
*Show your dog what you want & set him up to succeed. No one likes to fail &
be reprimanded.
*Listen to your dog. No one lieks to feel their voice always falls on deaf ears!
* Be fair.
*Be a good leader
*Spend time relationship building with your dog. Trust is key!
*Do not lose your temper.
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*Be clear and consistent.
*Play with your dog! Exercise your dog.
*Our dogs NEED mental stimulation. Find ways to exercise their brains, or
they will find outlets and activities of their own!
Earn the love and respect your dog shows you!

